**1) Suicide Attackers**

“Not all suicide attacks are in the same category,” a Taliban spokesperson said. "We were in the dining room, eating lunch, when we heard a loud explosion. I paused. I couldn’t believe anything for a moment. It was not clear what had happened. I was an Afghan who like many women in Afghanistan uses only one name.”

**2) Afghanistan Urges**

“Border crossing with Pakistan has been closed for about three weeks, causing enormous hardship to both common people and traders. For the past few days, the border crossing has been opened and closed again repeatedly for the security of the local people. The Afghan government has now been closed for about two quarters. (AP)

**3)）、Afghan government in turn has
delivered tangible results.

**4) Unemployment**

**9) Trump**

“Americans for Tax Reform delivered a key-note speech. It was a very good speech and I think that it will be very helpful for the tax reform process in the United States,” the first lady said. (Tolonews)

**11) Harassment**

**17) Trump**

“we need to support our allies and our partners in the region, and to make sure that the Afghan people are able to conduct their elections in a free and fair manner.”

**12) Afghanistan to Russia**

The ICG has regularly met in different formats and on different occasions. In May 2012, the ICG met in Moscow in its eighth regular session. At the time, the ICG co-chair of the session, stressed that the International Community and the international community should work together to ensure that the ICG can carry out its mission and target those responsible for the violations of human rights.

**13) Unemployment**

“According to a recent report by the International Labor Organization, the unemployment rate in Afghanistan is 45%. The report states that the unemployment rate is highest in the cities and lowest in rural areas. (Xinhua)

**10) Trump**

“Don’t let theoğlu’s report become a reason for anything. We need to focus on the real problem, which is the illegal drugs being sold in the United States. (AP)
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**20) Airstrike Target**

**21) Dead in attacks**

“Some of the attacks were in the city of Kunduz, where the majority of the Afghan government forces are stationed. The attacks were carried out by a Taliban fighter group and a Pakistan-based militant group.”

**22) Forced Marriage**

**23) Former Addicts**

“We need to work on sustainable peace and development for future generations,” said “Samar” Restrictive Measures Working Group member.

**24) Trump Rolls**

“Two former Afghan interpreters have come to the United States to work for the Afghan government. One is Samir, who is the Afghan government’s interpreter in Kabul. He has a mention and preserving their culture, land and brilliant culture of Baluchs is very important,”

**25) Trump**

“Trump also wants to bring the millions of Afghans who have fled war and persecution to the United States. He wants to allow the refugees into America. (Xinhua)

**26) UN Peace**

“Afghanistan is a country that has suffered a lot from wars and conflicts. The UN has a crucial role to play in bringing peace and stability to Afghanistan,” the UN Secretary-General said. The UN is currently working on a new peace plan for Afghanistan. (Xinhua)

**27) Amineh Mohammed (ECOSOC) Segment on Operational Activities**

**28) Afghan打电话**

“She is a very brave woman who has been able to withstand the constant beatings and threats from the Taliban. She said: ‘I want to work for the rights of Afghan women and women around the world.’

**29) UN Peace**

“UN Peace is working on a new peace plan for Afghanistan. The plan is expected to be ready in the next few weeks. The UN is working on a new peace plan for Afghanistan. (Xinhua)
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**31) Japan**

In the event of a problem, “the Afghan government should be able to sit down with the US and Pakistan to talk about a peaceful solution,” he said. (AP)

**32) UN Peace**

**33) Asian Development Bank**

**34) Afghan打电话**

“Many Afghans are working in the private sector and have been able to make a living. However, the situation is still not stable. The Afghan government should be able to make the situation better.”
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**36) Trump**

“Donald Trump has been a vocal supporter of the Afghan government in its efforts to bring peace to Afghanistan. He has been a strong advocate for the Afghan government and has praised its efforts in the past. (AP)
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